Dear Partner,
I hope you doing well, I wanted to confirm to you the following after visiting the client and the
organizer myself:
KSA from 29.11.2007-04.12.2007 :
the arrival time has to be on Thursday because we do need to make sure all the martial is in the
booth from the Friday, as the Opening will Sa. 01.12.2007 by the King, and no one will be allowed to
enter after 16:00.
It will be a fair for the governments and the public, the organizer is confirming about 3000 visitors
not to include top VIP visitors from all the arab world and friendly country and agencies.
with one day workshop.
Cairo workshop : is cancelled, due to the Nat. security conference in KSA.
Amman from the 05.12.2007
Flight to Amman should be on the 5th
The workshop will take place on the 06.12.2007 and we already got 15 banks confirmation, 3
telecom companies and three agencies, beside the top officials from IRQ governments.

Please send us the confirmation if you will be sending any equipments you wanted to show on the
Fair, to get you the security clearance and let the organizer finalize the paper work.

Please make sure you confirm the trip with AGT- via mail-, as we only having very few spaces
available left, dead line is Friday the 10th, after that it’s too late to print the logs and your profile for
the conference guide book.

In case yes:
Please send the very short company profile ( 20 lines, and the 3-4 lines short CV of the speaker)
short business case solutions descriptions 3-5 lines( deadline Friday the 10that midnight)
Your company PPT with AGT logo should be delivery by the 18th to be printed

Best regards
Anas Chbib
Managing director
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